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 بارم متن سئوال ردیف

A Match the phrases with the pictures. 
 

 
              (a)         (b)         (c)       (d) 
. If you want to get what you want, you should try hard.  
. Humans cut the trees to make roads.  
. Ancient pyramids in Egypt attract a lot of tourists every year.  
. Edison completed the first light bulb. 



B Match the phrases with the words.  
. a set of similar things     a. quit  
. the time after now     b. range  
. find an answer to a problem    c. solve  
. stop doing something    d. future e. increase 

 

C Find The Odd One Out.  
. scientist/ farmer / inventor/ researcher  
. observatory/ library/ brain/ laboratory  
. plain/ museum/ jungle/ desert  
. Europe/ Asia/ Italy/ Africa 

 

D Compete column A with column B.  
 A            B  
. Nowruz….............     a. website  
. Attend ….............     b. country  
. Check ….............     c. school  
. Four- season ….............    d. vacation 

 

E Write sentence for each picture.  

     
 (a)           (b) 

 

F Read the passage and choose the correct option. 
At  o’clock yesterday, Nader saw a beautiful bird while he (played/was playing) 

in the garden. He decided to catch the bird, but the tree was very tall. So he needed a 

ladder. He brought the ladder and climbed it, but he (fell/fall) down and broke his 

hand as climbing the tree. He hurt (herself/himself) and now he should 
(stay/stays) at home and relax. 

 

G Find four grammatical mistakes and correct them. 

My friend and I are going to visiting Milad tower. It is the taller tower in Tehran. We 

are going to takes a taxi for visiting the city. I think It is best than driving the car. 

. ………………….. . ………………….. . ………………….. . ………………….. 
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H Read the following sentences and complete the table. 

It was raining yesterday. I was sitting in the living room. I was watching a new movie 

about a great scientist, Jamshid Kashani. He was a famous inventor. He was from 

Kashan. His father was a doctor. Jamshid loved numbers and planets. Actually, he 

invented many interesting things when he was solving math problems. Sadly, this 

scientist had a very short life. Someone killed him when he was working in his 

observatory. He was only  years old. 
 

Adjective Noun 
Adverb 

Size Quality Proper common 

       

 

I Choose the correct answer. 

. I can see a family. They are sitting ……………… the kitchen. 

a)in    b) on   c) at  

. There are beautiful flowers ……………… the table. 

a)in    b) on   c) at  

. The mother is sitting ……………… father. 

a) next to  b) at   c) in front of 

. They are going to go on a trip ……………… September. 

 a)in    b) on   c) at 

 

J Complete the table. 

Verb Noun Adjective 

. ………………………. thinker  

 wonder . ………………………. 

build . ……………………….   

 

K Choose the best option. 

. They (needed/are needing) some fruits for the party. 

. While the children (sat/were sitting) in the hall, their parents (were watching/ 

watched) TV. 

. All of us (love/are loving) our country. 

 

L Unscramble the letters. 

. meacls can live in hot desert with little food and water. (……………......) 

. Bahar is an gentierce girl. (……………......) 

. Edison did a lot of exreimpents. (……………......) 
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M Read the following passage then complete the sentences (1–).  
Last week we took a trip to Maragheh, a nice city in Azerbaijan, in order to visit the 

oldest observatory in Iran. We stayed in Maragheh for two days. On the first day, we 

visited Maragheh observatory called Rasad Khaneh. It was on the top of a small 

mountain, in a green plain. There were some powerful telescopes. Mr. Tabesh who 

was working there, helped us to use telescopes to watch the stars and planets. He 

said that Nasir al Din Tusi, a famous Iranian scientist built Maragheh observatory in 

 when he was studying the planets with his students. This observatory was the 

oldest and biggest one before the invention of telescope.  
. We went to …………… 
. We stayed there for …………… 
. The observatory was in …………… 
. Nasir al Din Tusi was studying …………… 

 

N Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below.  
know / destinations / in / travel / culture 

Some people think that it is a good idea to travel ................. holiday. But other people 

think it is better to stay at home. Well, I think it is not interesting to stay at home 

because I can’t learn many things when I stay at home. I believe it’s better to................. 

For example, last year I went to Shiraz. I learned a lot of wonderful things about 

Shiraz tourist ................. We may not visit new people and new ................. if we stay at 

home all the time. Finally, travelling is a nice way to ................. about people and 

world. 

 

O Read the following sentences and choose the correct option.  

. This wonderful liquid is a great gift from Allah. We can thank Allah by keeping our 

body healthy. One way to do that is eating healthy food and doing daily exercises. 

Another way is to donate our blood to those who need it. It means that ……….… 

a. It isn’t good for our body to donate our blood to others.  

b. We can thank Allah by taking care of our body.  

c. People who do daily exercise don’t have a healthy body.  

. There are some endangered animals on the Earth. It means ……….…  

a. We can find only a few of them  

b. They are dangerous animals on Earth  

c. We can find some of them on Earth 

 

P Compete column A with column B.  
   A        B  
. When scientists were working on problems…  a. so it is good to think about it  

. Many tourists travel to Egypt every year …   b. it is endangered.  

. Our body is really wonderful....    c. they didn’t give up.  

. When a few numbers of an animal are alive…  d.to visit the wonderful pyramids 

 

 

 


